
Shadowlord Plot Outline (One Page)

Shadowlord follows Zero, a player-created character (including ambiguous gender) who, 
operates as a member of the Shadowlords. With the Zahn Empire and Kingdom of Garnicia being at 
peace for years suddenly King Krayas Darrowny of Garnicia dies, allegations of murder soon being 
thrown about the court. Zero is assigned by the Shadowlords to protect Princess Shamira Darrowny, 
third in line to the Garnician throne and the figure predicted by the Shadowlords to be key to 
preventing a greater crisis from occurring. Shamira is soon beset by a mysterious cult, The Abandoned, 
and upon finally returning to the Garnician capital of Marquis has been accused of poisoning her father.
Zero and Shamira's allies include Reyin, a paladin knight accused of also being a part of the poisoning 
plot; Estria, an elf originally from the Empire that Zero helped in the past; Briar, a powerful young 
mage and friend of Estria's; Raicho, one of Garnicia's last samurai framed of being a member of the 
Abandoned; Tanim, the illegitimate daughter of one of Shamira's knights; and Kaelea, a bard trying to 
understand the Abandoned and what really happened to King Krayas.

The party meet up with Jakayen, Shamira's oldest brother, who mans Stormwatch Castle near 
the border with Zahn. It's soon determined General Azimuth Vertane is connected to the Abandoned, 
and that High General Hollis Bismark seems to be fuelling the conspiracy angle, having convinced 
Prince Krayas II enough that he attempted to arrest his sister. Eventually it's determined Azimuth is the 
illegitimate son of the late king and simply using his cult, who are worshippers of chaos, to help lead a 
coup after eliminating his rivals. Azimuth makes an attempt on Krayas II but the party intervenes, 
though Hollis ends up seizing Marquis through marshal law. The Empire threatens invasion amidst the 
chaos but the party manages to placate the Empress by offering her the heart of the great dragon 
Onegin. Zero also learns that they in fact poisoned the late king, having been coerced into it with a 
cursed sword that took their memory of the incident, creating distrust between them and their allies as 
well as causing them to sever ties with the Shadowlords.

Upon invading Marquis Azimuth is killed and Hollis is revealed to have become his puppet, his 
son Tillion having sided with Azimuth and Hollis simply desperate to keep him safe. During the events 
however Karnius Magnor, an Imperial agent who is an old enemy of Zero's but who also helped their 
party deal with The Abandoned, steals the Sunstone, one half of an ancient treasure. Back in the 
Imperial capital of Thanon Imperial General Galius Berko, Estria's brother, steals the Moonstone for 
Karnius, only to end up betrayed and murdered for his efforts. Karnius is in fact a Shadowlord, working
with their leader Luna Xorn on a plan to control chaos itself. The Shadowlords operate with the goal of 
trying to predict the future and ensure the best course for humanity, and it is believed that by merging 
the Sunstone and Moonstone, as well as activating it using the heart of Onegin, godhood can be 
achieved and thus the primal power of Chaos can be brought under control. The party seemingly kills 
Karnius and Luna but their actions have summoned the Gods Dyas and Mithras, the Gods of Order and 
Balance respectively, whom were ascended humans themselves. Karnius, barely alive, uses the 
Ascension Stone to bind Dyas and Mithras to him, becoming Dymithras, the God of Chaos. Dymithras 
flees, managing to kill Krayas II and Jakayen before the party reaches him. The party fight Dymithras 
but to ensure his destruction he must be forced into the Void, a destructive realm that shatters souls. 
Zero decides to ensure Dymithras is destroyed and plunges into the Void with his foe. If Zero has 
formed enough emotional bonds with the party as well as create other attachments such as a romance or
the purchasing of a home his soul manages to reform outside of the Void, leading to dynamic ending 
based on the nature of their bonds and attachments. Shamira is made Queen of Garnicia and is revealed
to be infertile, thus ending the Darrowny line as the Shadowlords had originally conspired, though their
group is now wiped out.


